
April 19, 2024

Conflict of Interest under the 1981 Law
Dear Reader:

The following document was created from the CTAS website (ctas.tennessee.edu). This website is
maintained by CTAS staff and seeks to represent the most current information regarding issues relative to
Tennessee county government.

We hope this information will be useful to you; reference to it will assist you with many of the questions
that will arise in your tenure with county government. However, the Tennessee Code Annotated and other
relevant laws or regulations should always be consulted before any action is taken based upon the
contents of this document.

Please feel free to contact us if you have questions or comments regarding this information or any other
CTAS website material.

Sincerely,

The University of Tennessee
County Technical Assistance Service
226 Anne Dallas Dudley Boulevard, Suite 400
Nashville, Tennessee 37219
615.532.3555 phone
615.532.3699 fax
www.ctas.tennessee.edu
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Conflict of Interest under the 1981 Law
Reference Number: CTAS-911
In 2021, the Legislature enacted Public Chapter 472, effective May 18, 2021. The County Financial Man-
agement System of 1981 now contains a conflict of interest provision much like Tenn. Code Ann. §
12-4-101, the general conflict of interest statute.

Tenn. Code Ann. § 5-21-121 now provides in part:

(a) The director, purchasing agent, members of the committee, members of the county legislative body,
other officials of the county, members of the board of education, members of the highway commission,
and employees of the finance department and purchasing department shall not have a direct interest in
the purchase of supplies, materials, equipment, or contractual services for the county.

(b) No firm, corporation, partnership, association or individual furnishing any such supplies, materials,
equipment or contractual services, shall give or offer, nor shall the director or purchasing agent or any as-
sistant or employee accept or receive directly or indirectly from any person, firm, corporation, partnership
or association to whom any contract may be awarded, by rebate, gift or otherwise, any money or other
things of value whatsoever, or any promise, obligation or contract for future reward or compensation.

"Direct interest" means a contract with a person personally or with a business in which the person is the
proprietor, a partner, or the person having the controlling interest in the business. "Controlling interest"
means sufficient ownership in a business or company to control policy and management, including the
ownership or control of the largest number of outstanding shares owned by any single individual in a busi-
ness or company.

In addition to direct interests, those individuals named in the statute can not have an indirect interest in
the purchase of supplies, materials, equipment, or contractual services for the county unless the person
publicly acknowledges the interest. A person who is not a member of a governing body and who is re-
quired to publicly acknowledge an indirect interest must do so by reporting the interest to the office of the
county mayor to be compiled into a list that must be maintained as a public record. As used in this
statute, "indirect interest" means a contract in which a person is interested, but not directly so, and in-
cludes contracts where the person is directly interested and is the sole supplier of goods or services in the
county.
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